Other Games to Play
AlphaBeetle Race
Spread out the uppercase cards all over the floor. Have
your child start at “A” and then race to pick up “B”.
Continue through the alphabet until all cards have been
collected.

Keep in Touch!
You can also keep score. You get one point for every word
you can think of. Whoever has the most points when you
are finished playing wins!

AlphaBeetle Memory Match

Repeat the activity and time them to see if they can beat
their previous time.

Select six to twelve letters of the alphabet you want your
child to practice. Get both the lowercase and the
uppercase cards for each letter.

AlphaBeetle Go Fish!

Shuffle and place them face down on a table in a grid.
Take turns flipping over cards and trying to find the
matching letters.

Use both the upper and lowercase cards to play Go Fish!
Uppercase letters can match with lowercase letters.
Deal each person seven cards and take turns asking things
like, “Do you have the letter G?”
If you get a match, you get to go again. Keep playing in
turn until all the matches have been claimed.
Whoever has the most matches at the end wins!

“A” is for AlphaBeetle

Visit our website AlphaBeetles.com for more game ideas,
printables, and much more!
Got a new way to play the game? Let other people know
by adding your idea to our website.
We also have downloadable copies of these rules in case
something happens to them, as well as unlimited printable
“AlphaBeetle Bingo!” sheets if you run out!
Need to settle an interpretation of a rule? Reach out to
rules@alphabeetles.com or on Twitter @AlphaBeetles,
and we will try to help!

If you make a match, take the pair from the grid. If no
match is made, turn both cards back over.
The person with the most pairs at the end wins!

AlphaBeetle Bingo!
Download the free printable AlphaBeetle Bingo sheets
from AlphaBeetles.com and play the classic game with a
partner.

Shuffle the uppercase cards and place them face down to
create a “draw” pile. Take turns drawing a card, naming
the letter, and saying something that starts with that letter.

Use the uppercase cards to draw letters and mark them off
on your bingo sheet using a pen, pencil, or any other type
of marker or chit.

For example, “The letter ‘G’. G is for giraffe.”

The winner is the first person to shout “Bingo!”

Increase the challenge by seeing how many words you
can think of that begin with that letter. See who gets
stumped first!
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Boring Legal Stuff
The AlphaBeetles game and all associated artwork are
© 2021 AlphaBeetles.com and Morgan Hobbes.
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